Briefing : Local Authority Asset Transfer Briefing
How Liverpool City Council Have Approached Asset transfer Of Housing To Community
Housing Organisations
This briefing describes how one council has used its legal powers to transfer surplus housing stock,
at effectively for nil cost, to community housing organisations that are prepared to refurbish it for
the benefit of the community. Other local authorities could use the same powers outlined below to
put in place similar arrangements and indeed some have done so.

Liverpool Background
In February 2013, the City Council’s Cabinet considered a report regarding the regeneration of a
number of neighbourhoods across the city. These were key housing renewal areas, all of which
included houses that had been acquired by the Council under the Housing Market Renewal Initiative
Pathfinder.
Cabinet approved a recommendation to grant delegated authority to the Director of Regeneration
and Employment to approve the disposal of the Council’s void properties in these areas at less than
best consideration provided that the undervalue did not exceed £2 million.

The Legal Position
The report set out the legal implications. Section 123 of the Local Government Act 1972 provides
that the Council shall not dispose of land for less than the best consideration that can be reasonably
obtained. However, the General Consent Order 2003 (DCLG Circular 06/03) removed the
requirement to seek specific consent for any disposal of land where the difference between the
unrestricted value of the interest to be disposed of and the consideration accepted (i.e. the
undervalue) is £2 million or less and provided the disposal contributes to:
• The promotion or improvement of economic well-being
• The promotion or improvement of social well-being
• The promotion or improvement of environmental well being
Assets are parcelled up to reflect the renewal plan for a particular area or a specific scheme and
valuations are undertaken by the local authority’s Property and Asset Management team. The
valuations assess the unimproved market value, which take in to account factors such as the
property condition and comparisons with completed sales within the area.
Cabinet approval is required for assets to be disposed of for less than best consideration. The report
to Cabinet specifies the parameters of a particular scheme; the specific programme and where
possible a list of the properties to be included.

Liverpool’s Approach To Properties In Granby Liverpool 8
The properties in question had been subject to a marketing exercise and a preferred developer had
been selected. However, the developer had not entered into a contract and the contract offer was
therefore withdrawn. The recommendations set out in the subsequent Cabinet report represented a
change in direction with solutions being developed that were more community-led and locally
based.
It is also a practical approach to ensuring the viability of the renewal schemes, given the very high
refurbishment costs. For example, the original appraisal of the Granby CLT scheme which involved
the transfer of ten terraced houses indicated costs/values as follows:
Estimated value on completion

£720K

Construction costs

£748K

Fees and on costs

£177K

Deficit

£204K

Clearly if the council had insisted on a receipt for the value of the properties, the scheme would have
been unviable.
Appraisals for the other schemes in Granby had produced similar figures. There had been provisions
in the agreements to have open book accounting to monitor the actual costs and overage provisions,
in the event of actual costs being lower than anticipated or property values significantly exceeding
the original estimates.
Although the Council took a ‘hit’ in terms of foregoing income that could be gained by selling the
properties on the open market, there are some revenue benefits. The agreements provide a degree
of certainty that the refurbishments will proceed and that the properties will be brought back into
use thus generating:
- Council tax income
- New Homes Bonus payments
- Savings on security and maintenance &
- Savings on ad hoc expenditure such as dealing with fly tipping.
Whereas with an open market sale properties could continue to stand empty and continue to
generate additional costs for the local authority.

Implementation Logistics
The decision to dispose of properties at less than best consideration has facilitated the regeneration
of these areas. In the case of Granby, assets have been transferred to a number of partners at nil
value. There are conditions attached to the transfers which are negotiated separately with the

organisations involved. All agreements are designed to make sure that the development proceeds
after disposal, but take into account the nature of the scheme and the status of the organisation.
With regard to the Granby CLT, the main conditions were as follows:
•

Agreed timescales for the commencement and completion of the refurbishments

•

Requirements to provide homes for affordable rent/home ownership

•

CLT to take on full responsibility for the maintenance and security of the properties

•

CLT to obtain necessary planning/building consents

•

Properties to meet the Decent Homes Standard

In the case of the CLT the freehold was transferred to them because that was a condition of the
funding that they had secured.
Normally a transfer is undertaken on a long lease ( often 125 or 250 years) with an agreement stipulating the
conditions to be complied with in order to ‘activate’ the lease. There may also be an option for “the
developer” to negotiate a freehold transfer/purchase on completion of the development.

__________________________________________________________________________________

Circular 06/03: Local Government Act 1972 general disposal consent (England) 2003 disposal of
land for less than the best consideration that can reasonably be obtained
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/7690/462483.pdf
__________________________________________________________________________________
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